
counted. In case of a tie the competitor who 
weighs the least wins.

Fencing : The final bouts last five hits or six min
utes. If the maximum number of hits is not made 
during the maximum number of minutes, the score 
is corrected. If, for example, one fencer scores 
four hits and his opponent three, the score is five 
to four.

Walking: The greatest fear of any walker is that 
he will be disqualified for running. All winners 
win at a walk.

Discus: The primary skill is control of the discus. 
The thrower whirls around one-and-a-half times 
and only centrifugal force and the slight pressure 
of the fingertips keeps the discus in its appropri
ate position — beneath the hand and the wrist.

Hurdles: Early hurdlers (at Eton in '83) landed on 
both feet after each jump, breaking their stride. 
Hurdlers may knock over the hurdle with their 
feet (although they will be unlikely to win any 
Olympic medals if they do), but they are disquali
fied if they knock one over by hand or by trailing 
a foot or leg that touches the hurdle's side.

Addresses for Further Information
Tickets go off sale May 14 for inventory audit Hébergement Québec-Olympiques 76
and go on sale June 7 at: 201 Est, Rue Crémazie

T. Eaton Company Montréal, Que. H2M 1L2
677 Ste. Catherine Street W.
Montreal, Que. H3B 3Y6 Full Olympic coins particulars and order forms

or at Olympic sites during the Games if avail- may be obtained by writing :
able. Canadian Olympic Coins Program

Canadian Consulate General
Reservations for lodging from May 1 to August 1251 Avenue of the Americas
31 are available only through : New York, NY 10020
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